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MOST VITAL INFORMATION
THE MEDIA DOES NOT WANT YOU TO SEE –
OR BELIEVE!
For comments, corrections, suggestions or tips,
please contact Larry.
BUT FIRST, IMPORTANT TECHNICAL
NOTES AND COMPUTER USAGE TIPS
We have had some readers mention that when they
scroll down to an article on PDF, click to read or
view, then go back, that they have to scroll down the
whole Newsletter to get back to where they were.
This is the default procedure for some browsers
with PDFs. On Apple computers using the Firefox
browser, it returns to the original position, on other
browsers it does not. We have absolutely no control
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over which browsers our viewers use.
On our system, all we do is go to the arrow in the
upper LEFT hand corner of the Newsletter, click it
and you then return to where you were in the
Newsletter.
On the Books section of LawrenceKlepinger.com,
this is a URL page so you automatically return to
the exact location you were before you clicked on a
link.
Generally accepted webstandards for professionally
designed sites recommend NOT having users’
windows or tabs open in new windows or tabs when
clicking on links as this takes away the users’ control
of their browsers - very, very highly discouraged.
Notable exceptions are shopping sites such as
Amazon as they want you to have as many windows/
tabs open as possible on their site.
Clicking on any link on most major websites DOES
NOT open a link in a new tab or window. Please go
ahead and experiment.
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LawrenceKlepinger.com prefers NOT to go against
webstandards, particularly when this site is
designed with handicapped and blind people in
mind.
It’s extremely rare for a site to be error free for
handicap accessiblity, but we built this site from the
ground up with ALL users in mind, sighted and blind,
those with arms and those without arms, and many
other considerations. We are error free.
You can check any site here at WAVE - Web
Accessiblity Evaluation Tool to see if they are in
compliance with web accessibility requirments.
You can also see our Accessibility
Statement here.
This icon in the upper-right hand corner of
our site is for handicapped people to help
navigate the site. Once they are in the PDFs section,
their own personal screen reader can take over from
there.
When handicapped or blind users navigate and click
on this icon, a whole list of options appears to help
them navigate the site according to their own needs.
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For those readers who are not totally blind and
have partial use of at least one arm, may we
suggest this:
To open a link in a new tab or window in PDF,
simply right click with the mouse, or if you’re using a
trackpad, find out what the procedure is according to
that make and model of computer.
We hope this helps.
PREFACE: We are getting hacking attacks from
many areas of the World. In truth, we feel honored
that this is happening – because we are just a small
Newsletter.
But in truth, the Media/Democrat/Elite/Socialists
are determined to kill every Conservative Voice in the
World.
They are playing for all the Power in this Presidential
Election – and they are willing to sell out America to
regain Total Control.
If the Democrats do figure out how to steal this
election, from here on in there will be no use in ever
voting again!
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I ACTUALLY THOUGHT THIS WAS A JOKE!
If you want to actually SEE insanity in action, and
what the Democrats are really trying to do, then
Please watch this unbelievable video.
BIDEN AND THE CHINESE CONNECTION
This is so horrifying what is going on right under our
collective noses. You will NOT believe this
information.
DEMOCRATS HATE AMERICA
And NOW we have the truth – in their own words. If
this does not convince you, nothing will!
CHINESE MILITARY SUPERIORITY
China is on the move. If America does not wake up
on November 3, 2020, then this truly might be our
last election as a Democratic REPUBLIC!
TRUMP BETTER AT PROTECTING USA
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Trump will keep America safe. See what a relative of
Bin Laden actually tells the world!
SUPPORT FOR TAIWAN
Trump is arming Taiwan for a possible showdown
with Mainland Communist China.
CITIZEN TRUMP – DOCUMENTARY
This should be viewed by every American citizen
before November!
In closing, enjoy.
That is it for now. Take care, stay safe and keep
thinking positive.
Until next time, Sayonara from Kobe, Japan!
Lawrence Klepinger
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